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Reference Sources

   Curric Lib Ref/ QA/ 13/ A878/ 1995.


   Curric Lib Ref/ Z/ 1037/ M2865/ 2010.

General Mathematics Resources


Textbooks


Activity and Idea Books

K.2/ M42/ k-2:mt.

K.2/ M42d/ k-2:mt.


K.4/ L472t/ k-6:mt.


K.4/ L472i/ k-3:mt.


K/ C818/ k-12:mt/ 2011.

K.2/ Sch6y/ 2-3:mt.


K.4/ AIMSm/ 2-3:mt.


Math & Strategy Games, Puzzles


Fraction Circles. K.2/ C89c/ k-8:game.


Rush Hour Traffic Jam Game. A/ T443/ 2- :game.


Technology Tools

iPad2 Math Applications: Calculator, Under Sea Math, Math Prints Lite, Flash To Pass, Easel Algebra. We will use student and faculty recommendations for more iPad apps – make your suggestions!

Don’t forget to browse the juvenile nonfiction collection! Math-related items are in 510-520s in the Dewey Decimal System.

The Curriculum Library Staff always welcomes suggestions of new materials in all formats. Please make recommendations to any Curriculum Library Staff member in person or by email.

Kcochrane1@framingham.edu, 508-626-4657; kcarney@framingham.edu, 508-626-4659; mlenzi@framingham.edu, 508-626-4657

Visit the Curriculum Library website for more education resources: http://www.framingham.edu/henry-whittemore-library/curriculum-library/curriculum-library-resources.html